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Bond markets continued to remind investors that bonds are not always a “safe”

haven; that bonds can suffer negative returns (albeit more constrained than one

can experience with stocks) which many investors have forgotten after almost

40 years of near continuous positive returns. It seems that the easy money in

bonds may be at an end. This does not mean that bonds will necessarily provide

negative returns but rather that bond returns will return to more normal levels

in the 3 – 5% range. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Q4 MARKET AND ECONOMIC REVIEW 

Calendar year 2021 was one for the record books. Who would have
imagined with the world going through the second year of a pandemic
and with global supply chains under increasing stress that equity markets
would produce healthy double digit returns, led by the US at 28.7% (in
USD). 

Capital Market Returns Q4 2021 (%)
 

Equity markets globally offered healthy returns in the fourth quarter with the US

market in particular achieving remarkable new highs - even in the face of the

world being hit by the highly transmissible Omicron variant of SARS-Covid -19

that forced governments to re-introduce various levels of lockdown measures.

Perhaps consumers and economies have learned to begrudgingly weather the

pandemic as spending was maintained and economies continued to grow. 

 Canada was the second strongest market next to the US in the quarter with

rising oil prices supporting the energy industry. International markets fared less

well eking out a modest return of 2.4% for the quarter. 



Over the year, the Canadian markets provided competitive returns to the US, again strongly

supported by the price gains in energy and other resource sectors, as outlined in the chart below.

As a country with a heavy exposure to commodities, Canada is a beneficiary of the rise in the

prices of oil, natural gas and lumber since the lows in 2020 at the onset of the pandemic.
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Bonds continued to be under pressure in the final quarter of 2021 primarily at the short end of the

yield curve.  As the chart below outlines, between the end of the third quarter and the end of the

fourth quarter, the short end of the yield curve saw rates increase while at the other end of the

curve (the long end) rates declined. [1] That movement is reflected in the negative return of -0.5%

for the FTSE Canada Short Term Index versus the positive 1.5% return for the FTSE Canada

Universe Index. [2]

Over the full calendar year, however, the FTSE Canada Universe Index dropped -2.5% against a

more modest drop of -0.9% for the Short Term Index. The general rise in interest rates across the

curve in 2021 is outlined in the chart below. The solid grey line at the bottom shows the yield

curve at September 2020. Short rates were in the range of 0% while long rates were near 0.75%.

Over the course of the year, as year over year inflation pressures increased and economies

experienced healthy growth rates despite the pandemic, the short end increased to 0.25% and

the long end got as high as near 2% before settling back to 1.25%.

[1] This movement in the yield curve is referred to as the yield curve flattening. In this case the flattening occurred as Government of

Canada one year yields increased 49 basis points, the five year part of the curve increased 14 basis points while the long end

represented by 30 year bonds fell by 31 basis points. 

[2] By way of comparison, the FTSE Canada Long Term Index returned 4.8% for the quarter but dropped -4.5% for the calendar year. In

terms of maturity, the Universe Index sits between the Short Term Index and the Long Term Index as it represents the full spectrum of

bonds available in Canada.The Long Term Index returns reflect the yield curve movement only at the long end of the yield curve. 

[3] As a reminder, there is an inverse relationship between the bond yields and bond prices – as yields rise, the price ofthe bond declines

which results in negative returns. 
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The flattening of the yield curve in 2021 (in the first quarter the long end rose, in the final quarter

the short end rose) reflects a market that has already priced in the expected rate hikes by central

banks in 2022. In other words, the bond market moved ahead of the hikes. Equally importantly,

the decline at the long end of the curve in Canada suggests that the bond market is not as

concerned about inflation over the long term as headline news would have us believe. 

We have written extensively in previous commentaries on the competition between value and

growth stocks for dominance, with growth having handily succeeded during the pandemic.

There is a compelling correlation between the direction of interest rates and the performance of

value and growth stocks – with growth stocks outperforming value when interest rates are low

and/or declining; and value outperforming growth when interest rates are increasing. A

correlation is evident in the chart below. 

.

As at December 31, 2021

Note: Yields are calculated using constant maturity par yields generated by the Addenda Capital yield curve algorithm. The estimated yield curves are based on FTSE Canada daily

prices. Sources: FTSE Canada, Addenda Captial
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And while in the first half of 2021, value stocks outperformed growth, the last half (especially in

the fourth quarter) saw growth stocks reassert. As a result, for the full year, their respective returns

in the US and internationally are both reasonably close (in the case of the US Russell 1000) and

identical in the case of international (MSCI EAFE). 

But with the prospect of rate hikes in 2022, growth stocks have come under increasing pressure

and value stocks appear to have regained momentum in the first month of 2022 as evidenced by

the following two charts. Could this be the start of the mean reversion in value stocks about

which we have been writing for the past few years? Judging by the two charts, that certainly

could be the case. 

[4] Robert Armstrong, Financial Times, Unhedged, January 20, 2022.

[4]

[5]

[5] John Authers, Bloomberg.com, January 26, 2022, Will the Fed Snap Back the Yo-Yo a Bit? 



Unlike in the third quarter, the Canadian dollar mounted a small resurgence against the

greenback (USD) with the result that Canadian dollar returns for markets outside Canada

were lower than in their local currency when converted to CAD. Nonetheless the Canadian

dollar is still well below its highs from earlier in the year when it reached a peak near $0.83

only to drift back down to $0.79 after briefly touching $0.78. 
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Equity Markets

Stock markets maintained their 12-year march upward in the fourth quarter but have since

come under pressure.  It’s as if the bulls and the bears are duking it out for dominance as

outlined in the chart below for the S&P 500.  
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While the chart shows that equity sentiment has turned negative for individual investors,

advisors (i.e. the professionals) continue to be more sanguine or more constructive in their

outlook. 

In that context, let’s re-examine the following chart. ( I know, I know, it is one of my

favorites!) Not only does it show that there are definite secular trends in equity markets, but

it is equally appropriate for reminding investors that there are more bull markets than bear

markets. Why is that important? Because in the fear (and sometimes panic) around volatile

markets investors often think taking money off the table (i.e going to cash) is the best

approach to managing risk and their emotions. 
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Many investors believe there is an ability to time markets; to go to cash when markets

decline and re-enter when markets go back up. Unfortunately, there is no crystal ball in

investing. As the chart below (for the UK equity market but applicable to all markets –

stocks or bonds) demonstrates, missing just the two best days in the UK stock market from

April 2001 to  April 2021 (20 years) resulted in a return that was 16% lower than staying

invested through the declines. [6] (earning £23,300 rather than £27,700 – the difference

being the opportunity cost of being uninvested). 

While some investors will suggest that they are willing to take that differential, the fact is

that it is the second investment decision after making the decision to go to cash that is

infinitely more difficult – when to get back in. There is never a “right” time as markets never

increase in a straight line. Hence, with timing a near-impossible task, most investors who

exit a market wait years, not one or two days, to get back in thereby missing most of the

upside. In fact, as noted recently by Bill Miller, “Most of the returns in stocks are

concentrated in sharp bursts beginning in periods of great pessimism or fear, as we most

recently saw in the 2020 pandemic decline.” [7]

Are there clouds on the horizon?  Most assuredly. This bull market is getting long in the

tooth and has been amply supported by loose monetary and fiscal policies. 

As we near the end of January, the tussle between the bears and the bulls is in full swing

with markets gyrating into and out of correction territory on seemingly a daily basis

(sometimes within a day). [9]

[8]

[8] Ian Tam CFA, Morningstar.co.uk, When FOMO is Justified, 6 May 2021

[9] A correction is defined as a decline greater than 10% while a bear market is defined as a decline greater than 20%. The earlier chart

on the long term performance of the S&P 500 shows that there can be many corrections before there is a full fledged bear market. In

other words, corrections are more frequent; bear markets are infrequent. 

[6] The two best day in the last 20 years were November 24, 2008 in the Great Financial Crisis and March 30, 2020 the day after the

COVID sell off)

[7] Bill Miller, Miller Value Partners, 3Q 2021 Market Letter.
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Last quarter we commented on the lack of breadth in the market with tech stocks in

particular dominating. And we know that the dominance of tech especially since March

2020 has had a strong positive correlation to the rise and fall of COVID cases – a correlation

that is visually apparent in the chart below which includes data for early January of this

year. As cases increased, tech stocks outperformed defensive stocks like those of energy

companies; while the reverse held when cases dropped. (The chart is also a great visual

depiction of the outsized increase in COVID cases brought on by the Omicron variant.) As

Omicron cases subside, we can reasonably expect to see the correlation hold and support

the January rotation from growth into value.

One technical indicator that many market professionals watch is the percent of stocks

trading above their 200 day moving average price. It is a key indicator for determining the

overall long-term trend in equities. Whether it is positively or negatively sloped provides an

indication of what investors can expect at some point in the future.  



The trend was decidedly downward sloping in the US for both the broad market and for

tech companies for all of 2021. And while it is not necessarily a precursor to a bear market

given that the market continued to rise last year in the face of the downward slope, it does

suggest that the market is losing its momentum. 

Lastly, an indicator that appears to be correlated with future returns is the exposure to

equities by US households. In the chart below this exposure has been plotted in the bottom

half against subsequent ten-year total returns for the S&P500. (Please note that there are

two scales; the left-hand scale plots exposure, while the right-hand scale is inverted and

plots subsequent 10-year returns) What it demonstrates is that as households increase their

exposure to equities to near 40%, the outlook for future equity market returns turns down.

The last time US household exposure hit 40% was in 2000 at the height of the TMT bubble.

That exposure was followed by an almost ten-year sideways market that included two bear

markets, 2000 and 2008, and two recoveries. Concerningly, US households next approached

40% exposure in 2021. 

(The top half of the chart plots the Shiller P/E ratio against subsequent ten-year S&P 500

total returns with similar results.) [10]
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What do all these charts and indicators mean? They confirm that there are clouds on the

horizon that investors need to be aware of; they do not mean that a bear market is

imminent. 

[10] The CAPE Ratio (also known as the Shiller P/E or PE 10 Ratio) is an acronym for the Cyclically-Adjusted Price-to-Earnings Ratio. The

ratio is calculated by dividing a company’s stock price by the average of the company’s earnings for the last ten years, adjusted for

inflation. 
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The Fixed Income Market, Inflation and the Outlook for Interest Rates

It feels like we have been writing about rising rates and inflation forever, although it has

really only been the last few quarters. And in terms of inflation, it feels like there was an

about-face from concerns about deflation to concerns about runaway inflation in literally a

quarter. 

Since the last quarter, there has been more visibility on the path towards rising rates with

central banks (especially the US Federal Reserve and the Bank of Canada) expressing lift off

in 2022. (It should be noted that both the Bank of Canada and the Federal Reserve chose to

sit tight at their January 26 respective meetings although expectations were high that they

would both begin to hike hikes this month. Instead, both put off the possibility until their

March meetings.)

As one can see from the chart below and as we know from the returns that bonds provided

in 2021, the Canadian bond market has already responded to the prospective rate hikes. The

moves in Japan, Australia, UK and Europe have been more muted in comparison. While,

unlike in Canada and the other countries, in the US the very long end of the yield curve (30-

year bonds) increased significantly in the back half of 2021 as was evidenced in the earlier

chart tracking long bond yields and the re-assertion of value overgrowth. 

However, real rates which are important to understanding economic conditions remain

deeply negative in both Canada and the US reflecting that we continue to be in an era of

loose monetary conditions. And as long as rates stayed contained but inflation rises, real

rates will continue to be negative. 
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Inflation seems to be the wild card for central banks, and for market

prognosticators/commentators generally. 

The jury seems to still be out as to whether the inflation rises in 2021 are transitory (the result of

base effects) or more permanent. Certainly, there are no end of commentators who assert quite

vociferously that it is no longer transitory but that the imbalance between constrained supply and

robust demand is causing the material increases in year-over-year prices to become permanent.

The chart below is a good illustration of what we mean by base effects. 

The solid white line on the chart is the headline year-over-year inflation rate with the dotted white

line showing core inflation (which strips out the more volatile components of inflation, food, and

energy). Headline inflation dropped significantly at the beginning of the pandemic when whole

economies fell into recession, with gas prices falling into deflation territory.[11] And as the

prospect of an enduring economic collapse roiled businesses, car rental companies sold their

fleets, airlines virtually shut down as travel disintegrated and the hospitality industry was

decimated under repeated lockdowns. 

As we came into 2021 and as economies showed remarkable resilience in the face of the

continuing pandemic, gas prices rose (thankfully for the Alberta economy), and new and used car

prices rose in the absence of supply. Air traffic resumed (although not anywhere near pre-

pandemic levels) and ticket prices increased. And with economies gradually reopening, there

were tentative signs of improvement in the services sector. But all this was coming off the lows of

2020. 

So it is not surprising to see that solid white line which tracks year over year inflation increase

almost perpendicularly in 2021 – that is base effects.
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[12]

[11] Something we can all recall when the price of gas at the pump dropped well below $1 per litre and even dipping for a brief time

below $0.70.

[12] John Authers, Points of Return, Bloomberg Opinion, 13 January 2022 



However, year-over-year inflation rates, which are at the core of the non-transitory argument,

mask what is happening month over month. And there the story is different. On a monthly basis,

the last three months of 2021 actually saw declines in the rate of inflation month over month –

declines that get masked in the year over year numbers. It will be important to continue to

monitor the monthly numbers to get a better picture of the inflation outlook. 
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So it continues to be fair to say that the jury is still out as to whether the inflation genie has been

released from the bottle. What is interesting is that central banks have long been criticized for not

achieving a sustained target of 2%; criticisms that were being leveled as recently as 2020. As a

result, the Federal Reserve adopted Average Inflation Targeting suggesting that they were

prepared to let inflation heat up in order to finally achieve a 2% target. Yet as soon as inflation

rose above 2%, panic seemed to set in and questions were raised as to whether central banks

could contain the inflation genie. Only time will tell but in the meantime, it is more than a little

ironic.

In the meantime, despite the headlines, inflation expectations remain sanguine and within the

range of the central banks targeting. A fact that is supported in Canada by, as we noted earlier,

the decline in the long end of the yield curve towards the end of 2021. 

[13]

[13] Martin Sadbu, Financial Times, January 13, 2022.
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Conclusion

While the volatility in equity markets has certainly increased early in 2022 the fact is that

economic conditions remain favorable for equities. Fiscal and monetary policies remain

supportive, companies are earning money and consumers are spending. And inflation

expectations are within the range of the reasonable. The question that all good investment

professionals ask themselves is what could go wrong. 

As Alliance Bernstein recently noted: “Supply chains remain snarled, labor is in short supply and

COVID-19 still imposes restrictions on business activity in some parts of the world. It is going to

take time for the global economy to fully reboot, and the omicron variant looks likely to extend

the horizon to normalcy even further.” [14]

The biggest risk at this point is that either central banks tighten too early and push economies

back into a slow-growth environment with below-target inflation (or disinflation) or central banks

wait too long and allow economies to overheat necessitating even higher rate increases in order

to choke off the inflation genie. Either way, central banks face a delicate balancing act as we

enter 2022.  

In the face of the unknowns, we reiterate that the best investment defence is a diversified

portfolio based on a sound investment policy that has considered your investment objectives,

your time horizon for investing and not just your willingness to take on risk, but also your objective

ability to take on risk. Many investors under-risk their portfolios out of a fear of losing capital. 

[14] Alliance Bernstein, Global Macro Outlook, First Quarter 2022
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The best defense against losing capital is a balanced portfolio. 2021 was an excellent year for

demonstrating the benefits of diversification. Investors with diversified portfolios that

incorporated stocks as well as bonds were sheltered from the negative returns in bonds.

Food for Thought …. Or …. And on another note:

Much has been written about income inequality and the deleterious effects of globalization on

income inequality. Much less has been written about the fortuitous benefits of the timing of post

WWII expansion and globalization on the financial health of “baby boomers” – those born

between the end of WWII and the mid-1960s. The chart above shows just how fortunate we

boomers have been compared to the generation just following (Gen X 1965 – 1980).  Overall

comparable ages, boomers have fared significantly better financially than Gen X with the

likelihood of the gap being erased slim to none. We boomers grew up, became employed, and

grew our savings accounts in what seems can only be described as the halcyon days. It is little

wonder we are described with such derision by those that followed us. “Ok boomer” ….
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This material is not intended to be relied upon as research, investment, or tax advice and is

not an implied or express recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security or

to adopt any particular investment or portfolio strategy. Any views and opinions expressed

do not take into account the particular investment objectives, requirements, restrictions

and circumstances of a specific investor and, thus, should not be used as the basis of any

specific investment recommendation. Please consult your financial advisor for information

applicable to your specific situation.

 

Certain statements may be considered forward-looking information, which may involve

risks and other assumptions related to factors. Factors include, but are not limited to, global

financial and market conditions, interest and foreign exchange rates, economic and

political factors, competition, legal or regulatory changes and general events. Any

predictions, projections, estimates or forecasts should be construed as general information.

While this information has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, no

representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Encasa Financial Inc., as to its

accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability. Encasa Financial takes no responsibility for

any errors and omissions contained herein and accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss

arising from any use of, or reliance on, this material. 

The views expressed in this material are based on the author's assessment and are subject

to change without notice. The author may update or supplement their views and opinions

whether as a result of new information, changing circumstances, future events or otherwise. 

Encasa Financial is an social purpose investment fund manager. Our goal is to provide

investors with access to professional money management and expert advice from

individuals who hold deep-rooted expertise in the non-profit and investment industries. We

successfully manage the investment of capital reserves, security deposits, member share

capital and operating reserves of social purpose non-profit organizations, co‑operatives, and
affordable housing providers. 

Learn more at www.encasa.ca.

PHONE: 1-888-791-6671

FAX: 416-205-9459

EMAIL: INFORMATION@ENCASA.CA


